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World’s Top 10 Electronic Exporters1 

Source: McKinsey Global Institute (2023), Visual Capitalist

Asia exports ~65% of world’s electronic majorly led by China.



Companies that own the most satellites2 
~7,000 satellites orbit the earth & SpaceX owns majority of them (~50%).

Source: Union of Concerned Scientists, rankingroyals



Where are the World’s smartphones made?3 
India to overtake Vietnam to become the 2nd largest manufacturer of smartphones globally by CY 23.

Source: SOIC, Michelle Toh, CNN, Egypt Independent, Counterpoint Research 



Most innovative countries in the world4 
Switzerland ranks as the most innovative country in the world (13th time winner as per Global Innovation Index).

Source: WIPO Global Innovation Index 2023, rankingroyals



Agri Wage Woes in India!5 

Source: RBI Handbook of Statistics of Indian States, The Hindu

The average daily wage of an agriculture worker in rural India in FY 23 is ~INR 345.70. 



Cost of a Cappuccino Globally!6 
The price of a regular cappuccino in India is ~INR 144 vs global average of INR 260. Coffee costs the most in Denmark

Source: www.numbeo.com 



Hotels VS Short term rentals in India!7
Hotels faring better than STRs on the Indian travel accommodation market!

Source: Statista, Booking.com



How much tax does Indian pay on beer across different states?8 

Source: The ET, SOIC

Indians pay one of the highest taxes on beer globally! Goa has the least tax amongst Indian states



Global climate plans still fall short9 
Even in the best-case scenario, an increase of 1.8°C is forecasted by 2100 vs 1.5°C targeted by Paris Agreement.

Source: Climate Action Tracker, Statista



China Leads growth of Global Industrial Robot Stock10 

Source: International Federation of Robotics, Statista

Asia was the biggest growth driver, with 73 percent of newly deployed robots installed in Asia.



THANK YOU

Disclaimer: The securities quoted are for illustration only and are not recommendatory. Any performance depictions are for illustration purposes only and such past 
performance may or may not sustain in future. Investments in securities market are subject to market risks.  Read all the related documents carefully before investing. 
This message and any attachments are meant solely for investor awareness and forms a part of education and awareness initiative. The circulation of this document 
shall not be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to subscribe, buy, sell, or hold any scrip, fund, or scheme. This document is intended only for the 
personal use to whom it is addressed or delivered and must not be reproduced or redistributed in any form to any other person.
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